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About This Game

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is a game about seeing the future.

Knowing the future, you can see the paths of yourself and enemies showing where they will be in the next few seconds,
visualized in the third dimension beneath the floor. Where your path collides with the path of an enemy, the future danger is

highlighted while you still have time to counteract.

Classic top down style gameplay becomes a symphony of interweaving 3d paths where future events are highlighted, and players
have time to change the outcomes before it's too late.

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is in early access for Windows. Play it with Oculus Rift or HTC Vive if you have one.
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Beekeeper girl's replacement is cute. And Tegiri is even more anime than anyone could ever anticipate. Overall fun stories
though!. Ok everyone who knocked this game,though it is more arcade like It was the pre-cursor to vegas, and vegas besides it's
lack of going prone "like this title" was a great achievement. This game sometimes looks better the vegas in some cases and thats
my story and im sticking to it.. I've played ton's of VN's, Don't always write reviews on them.. just the one's that stand out the
extra mile! Strawberry Vinegar was cute all the way through! I try to limit my screen shots to a limited amount per game but
unfortunately with this one I just couldn't stop.. the food in this game looked SO GOOD!! Beautiful game, beautiful artwork, a
decent story,
really hard not to like it & rate it up! :)

I love cooking & with this, I was just too excited to see what meal would come up next.. I even had to find real recipes online
for some and make them myself at home to enjoy. Opened up a totally new dinner menu for me this month ;) <3. As much as I
loved the original Invisible Inc., the addition of Contingency Plan was simply poorly executed.

Contingency Plan adds a new set of very challenging missions which start immediately after completing the 2nd-to-last mission
in the main campaign. These new missions are not only much, much more difficult than the main campaign missions, but they
introduce several new types of defenses for corporate security that you will literally have never encountered before starting
these missions. Unless you go online and research all of these beforehand, it's highly likely that one of these brand-new
mechanics will catch you off-guard and end your run.

The difficulty itself isn't a problem insomuch as the fact that if you lose one of the new post-campaign missions, it ends your
run... and you have to start a brand-new game and play through the main campaign all over again to get even another attempt at
the new missions. After playing through the main campaign half-a-dozen times, I have no desire to repeat the same experience
over and over again for a single shot at trying out some new content. It's not fun.. You are Simon Forman - astrologer and
(unlicensed) physician extraordinaire!

The people of London come to you with their ills and you use your knowledge of the stars, planet and zodiac to cure them!

A fun, silly romp with voice acting, music and eye-pleasing art.. My overview: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=C97dmQFSGEs

It's ashame that a lot of people have not discovered this game. I'm guessing that the price turns people off. The goal is to break
spheres. It may seem simple at first but the puzzles start getting harder and harder as your progress. They start adding glass
panels you have to slide into position, lasers to dodge and more. I love the level design. It reminds me of the Portal series which
I'm a huge fan of. Some of the levels felt quite big as well which surprised me. A couple of them had me taking a huge tram-like
elevator to completely new areas. I unfortunately did not get to try the coop multiplayer but it seems like it could be fun.

Also, there is dialogue and a story as well and the translation to English is really good (It's a Japanese game). I sometimes avoid
Asian games with fear that the English transaltion might be horrible. I've played a lot of them where that's the case. For this
game, if no one told me I would not have been able to tell it was Japanese. Very good English.

I think a lot of people overlooked this game, including myself, probably because of the price. I needed something new to try on
my YouTube channel and I'm really glad I chose this game.. Quite a nice concept of connecting pipes in the correct way.
However, the game is really easy and gets boring after about 10 minutes since there are only two types of pipes. The music is
alright though. All 60 puzzles can be completed in less than an hour.. First started playing in 2013, the game is toooo much fun
to let go.. I don't know how to actually use the dlc in my maps, can anyone help me.. It's alright I guess, didn't use much of it.
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Pretty twisted ending, tricky if u are not lucky with the questions u ask, the rest of the game was well written and the characters
are pretty interesting and unique.. (Front Mission Evolved - Wanzer Pack 2)

Oh man two more pretty generic Wanzer designs for $4. Front Mission Evolved's DLC was a pretty bad ripoff in general, and
while these might or might not have good multiplayer stats, they're pretty generic and unenviable design-wise and not nearly as
hilariously required as the Rock Jack bazooka in multiplayer.. [ The Blue Flamingo ]

Love the art style, but that is all.
The gameplay is boring and limited.
IF you must, buy it while it is on sale.
. The biggest issues I have noticed is that when you play using a controller, you have a tendency to try to move diagonally since
the level is viewed from an angle. this has caused me to accidentally move the wrong way a few times. You still only move the
joystick up down left or right, even though your block ends up moving diagonally. Other than that the music is great and the
game is a lot of fun.. Vive Review.

The game starts off nicely, it's a fun little puzzle game in a relaxed setting. All is well until game breaking bugs stop you
advancing any further. They are:

1/ The character randomly decides it can't climb stairs and/or can't move.
2/ The menu stops taking inputs. As in menu items will highlight, but they can't be clicked/chosen. And game features also
suffer this, IE: The phones/stairs often can't be clicked.

Can't recommend the game based on these issues, it all happens at random times. Me and the kids have ended up really
frustrated each time we've played it.

I7-6700K / MSI GTX1080.. Achievement unlocked:
This is not that kind of artbook.

Looking through and reading the author's notes on character designs felt like a really nice behind-the-scenes tour, and the short
backstory manga at the end was nice.

I received this as part of the Fault bundle, and it's a very nice addition to said bundle.. It was fun but I'll have to lean towards no.
Very short and not much replayability in my opinion. This game is a mediocre nuclear throne clone. If it was a free flash game
online somewhere, it might be worth playing, but as a game which is purchased and on steam, it is not good. It is way too slow, Oh
My God it is slow, a lot of stuff is broken, as far as I can tell every character is fish but if you play as the roach a giant monster
which is just a bad big dog is on every level, there are like 6 weapons, there is no progression, and literally everything is a bad copy
of nuclear throne. World two is literally just the sewers but bad. Once I figured out how to actually play this game I 'looped' on my
first run. There might be items, but they do not work unless it looks like the player were to use an xbox controller, and I am not
willing to find my xbox controller to make a bad copy of nuclear throne work a little bit better.

I am not asking for a refund on this game because I have hope. Nuclear throne is one of my favorite games of all time, I was
hopeful this would breathe some new life in to my love of nuclear throne and it did do that. This game reminded me of how good
nuclear throne is and how mediocre this game is both in comparison and in general. I am hopeful for the future though, the
developers are active and seem like they might actually be interested in making a good game.

Edit: It looks like a game called massive is literally the same game but maybe a little better from the same devs, in early access, with
the same textures, and at the same price, so like, they might just be a money grab? I am not sure though. Just do not buy this game.
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